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A022600
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A022611

A022624

A022635

A022684

Holder for breakaway cable
Holder for the breakaway cable, used to fasten the breakaway cable while driving with a trailer.
bike carrier Strada DL 2
for two bicycles, mounting on towel bar. Illuminatiing system integrated, Payload 60 kg*, for border diameter
from 25 to 80 mm. EU type approval. Expandable to carry four bykes with item A022610.
Accessories for tire widths larger than 2.4 inches:
- 300 mm locking tape set up to 3.0 inch tire width (4 pieces, item A022730).
- 350 mm locking tape set up to 4.0 inch tire width (4 pieces, with steel insert, item A022735).
Detachable locking straps on all current Strada models
(Standard equipment with 250 mm locking band length for tire widths up to 2.4 inches).
Transport of up to 2 light e-bikes up to a maximum of 23.5 kg per bike rail
(please note the permissible total load of 47 kg for model DL 2)
NOTE: The rear carriers are only to be used in combination with steel towbars. Not to be used for aluminum
towbars!
Please note: Rear bike carriers are universal items. Depending on the type of vehicle and the towing hitch
used, there may be restrictions, for example when opening the tailgate or in the functionality of parking
systems (PDC). In case of rear attachments such as p.e. running boards or lifts the installation can be
excluded. In case of doubt, please contact us.
* Maximum vehicle payload: Please note the information of the vehicles maker concerning the allowed
maximum vehicle payload of the tow-bar.
More details of the rear bike carrier Strada DL2:
bike carrier Strada DL 3
for three bicycles, mounting on towel bar. Illuminatiing system integrated, maximum payload 60 kg*, for border
diameter from 25 to 80 mm. EU type approval. Expandable to carry four bikes with item A022611 (therefor
separate anchoring necessary).
Accessories for tire widths larger than 2.4 inches:
- 300 mm locking tape set up to 3.0 inch tire width (4 pieces, item A022730).
- 350 mm locking tape set up to 4.0 inch tire width (4 pieces, with steel insert, item A022735).
Detachable locking straps on all current Strada models
(Standard equipment with 250 mm locking band length for tire widths up to 2.4 inches).
Transport of up to 2 light e-bikes up to a maximum of 23.5 kg per bike rail
(please note the permissible total load of 45 kg for model DL 3)
NOTE: The rear carriers are only to be used in combination with steel towbars. Not to be used for aluminum
towbars!
Please note: Rear bike carriers are universal items. Depending on the type of vehicle and the towing hitch
used, there may be restrictions, for example when opening the tailgate or in the functionality of parking
systems (PDC). In case of rear attachments such as p.e. running boards or lifts the installation can be
excluded. In case of doubt, please contact us.
* Maximum vehicle payload: Please note the information of the vehicles maker concerning the allowed
maximum vehicle payload of the tow-bar.
Details of the rear bike carrier Strada DL3:
add-on set
rack for 3rd bike with spacer, for rear bike carrier Strada Sport M 2 and Strada DL 2. Maximum payload 45
kg*.
* Maximum vehicle payload: Please note the information of the vehicles maker concerning the allowed
maximum vehicle payload of the tow-bar.
add-on set
for 4th bicycle, for bicycle-carrier Strada DL.3. Maximum payload 63 kg*. Only allowed when fourth bicycle is
anchored separately!
* Maximum vehicle payload: Please note the information of the vehicles maker concerning the allowed
maximum vehicle payload of the tow-bar.
add-on set
rack for 4th bike with spacer, for bicycle-carrier Strada Sport M 3, maximum payload 68 kg*.
* Maximum vehicle payload: Please note the information of the vehicles maker concerning the allowed
maximum vehicle payload of the tow-bar.
Drive-up rail Rear bike carrier
Loading aid for Strada Sport, Stada E-Bike M / ML and Strada DL bicycle tow bar carriers, Matt anodized
aluminium / PPT
bike carrier Strada Sport M 2
for two bicycles, mounting on towel bar. Illuminatiing system integrated, maximum payload 60 kg*, for border
diameter from 25 to 80 mm. EU type approval. Expandable to carry four bykes with item A022610.
NOTE: The rear carriers are only to be used in combination with steel towbars. Not to be used for aluminum
towbars!
Please note: Rear bike carriers are universal items. Depending on the type of vehicle and the towing hitch
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used, there may be restrictions, for example when opening the tailgate or in the functionality of parking
systems (PDC). In case of rear attachments such as p.e. running boards or lifts the installation can be
excluded. In case of doubt, please contact us.
* Maximum vehicle payload: Please note the information of the vehicles maker concerning the allowed
maximum vehicle payload of the tow-bar.
Details of rear bike carrier Strada Sport M3:
bike carrier Strada Sport M 3
for three bicycles, mounting on towel bar. Illuminatiing system integrated, Payload 60 kg*, for border diameter
from 25 to 80 mm. EU type approval.Expandable to carry four bikes with item A022624.
NOTE: The rear carriers are only to be used in combination with steel towbars. Not to be used for aluminum
towbars!
Please note: Rear bike carriers are universal items. Depending on the type of vehicle and the towing hitch
used, there may be restrictions, for example when opening the tailgate or in the functionality of parking
systems (PDC). In case of rear attachments such as p.e. running boards or lifts the installation can be
excluded. In case of doubt, please contact us.
* Maximum vehicle payload: Please note the information of the vehicles maker concerning the allowed
maximum vehicle payload of the tow-bar.
Details of rear bike carrier Strada Sport M3:
bike carrier Strada eBike M
Foldable carrier for two e-bikes, mounting on tow-bar, lighting system with light protection, extra long gaps
from bike to bike, maximum payload 60 kg*, frame diameters from 25 to 80 mm, tyre width 18 - 29 inches,
weight 14 kg, dimensions in mm 1.000 x 590 x 200 (folded frame), EC operating permit.
NOTE: The rear carriers are only to be used in combination with steel towbars. Not to be used for aluminum
towbars!
Please note: Rear bike carriers are universal items. Depending on the type of vehicle and the towing hitch
used, there may be restrictions, for example when opening the tailgate or in the functionality of parking
systems (PDC). In case of rear attachments such as p.e. running boards or lifts the installation can be
excluded. In case of doubt, please contact us.
* Maximum vehicle payload: Please note the information of the vehicles maker concerning the allowed
maximum vehicle payload of the tow-bar.
Bike carrier Strada eBike ML
Foldable carrier for two e-bikes, mounting on tow-bar, lighting system with light protection, extra long gaps
from bike to bike, maximum payload 60 kg*, frame diameters from 25 to 80 mm, tyre width 18 - 29 inches,
weight 15, 5 kg, dimensions in mm 1.200 x 590 x 200 (folded frame), EC operating permit.
NOTE: The rear carriers are only to be used in combination with steel towbars. Not to be used for aluminum
towbars!
Please note: Rear bike carriers are universal items. Depending on the type of vehicle and the towing hitch
used, there may be restrictions, for example when opening the tailgate or in the functionality of parking
systems (PDC). In case of rear attachments such as p.e. running boards or lifts the installation can be
excluded. In case of doubt, please contact us.
* Maximum vehicle payload: Please note the information of the vehicles maker concerning the allowed
maximum vehicle payload of the tow-bar.
bike carrier Strada Vario 2
ultimativ fold carrier for two bikes or e-bikes, mounting on towel bar. Illuminatiing system integrated, maximum
payload 60 kg*, for border diameter from 25 to 80 mm, tyre dimension 18-29 inches, weight 16, 9 kg,
dimensions in mm 1.140 x 600 x 740, stow dimension in mm 635 x 395 x 630, EU type approval**
NOTE: The rear carriers are only to be used in combination with steel towbars. Not to be used for aluminum
towbars!
Please note: Rear bike carriers are universal items. Depending on the type of vehicle and the towing hitch
used, there may be restrictions, for example when opening the tailgate or in the functionality of parking
systems (PDC). In case of rear attachments such as p.e. running boards or lifts the installation can be
excluded. In case of doubt, please contact us.
* Maximum vehicle payload: Please note the information of the vehicles maker concerning the allowed
maximum vehicle payload of the tow-bar.
** Vertical load of the tow bar when loaded with two bikes must be at least 50 kg.
Details of rear bike carrier Strada Vario2:
bike carrier Strada Vario 3
ultimativ fold carrier for two bikes or e-bikes, mounting on towel bar. Illuminatiing system integrated, Payload
66 kg, for border diameter from 25 to 80 mm, tyre dimension 18-29 inches, weight 19, 9 kg, dimensions in mm
1.140 x 730 x 690, stow dimension in mm 635 x 470 x 730, EC type approval
NOTE: The rear carriers are only to be used in combination with steel towbars. Not to be used for aluminum
towbars!
Please note: Rear bike carriers are universal items. Depending on the type of vehicle and the towing hitch
used, there may be restrictions, for example when opening the tailgate or in the functionality of parking
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systems (PDC). In case of rear attachments such as p.e. running boards or lifts the installation can be
excluded. In case of doubt, please contact us.
* Maximum vehicle payload: Please note the information of the vehicles maker concerning the allowed
maximum vehicle payload of the tow-bar.
**Vertical load of the tow bar when loaded with three bikes must be at least 60 kg.
Details of rear bike carrier Strada Vario3:
Bike carrier Giro AF+
for roof bar, matt anodized aluminium, bikes from 20 to 29 wheel size, for all regular tyre sizes, including 3.0’’
wide Plus-Tyres, automatic holding function, theft protection for bike and carrier, holds round frames from 22
to 80 mm and oval frams up to 100 x 80 mm, for steel cross bars, 32 x 22 mm, maximum bike weight 17 kg.
City Crash certified. Not suitable for e-Bikes. Roof bar as well as bike are not included in scope of delivery.
Roof box CASAR M Lava Structured
Attractive roof box in lava-structured, material: ABS / ASA, lid opening on right side, optimized values for
aerodynamics, Open + Close Assist - lifting / lowering mechanism. Central locking system, Master Fit fastmounting, central locking. Dimensions L / W / H 177 x 77 x 42 cm, volume 380 L, empty weight 14.5 kg, max.
Payload 75 kg. Please note the maximum permitted roof load of the vehicle. City Crash certified, 5-year
manufacturer's warranty
The roof box should only be used in combination with the associated roof girders. Roof trusses are not
included, please order separately. This roof box is aa universal item and not a vehicle specific product.
Roof box CASAR L Brilliant Black
Attractive roof box in Brillant Black, material: ABS / PMMA, lid opening on both sides, optimized values for
aerodynamics, Open + Close Assist - lifting / lowering mechanism. Central locking system, basic carrier
Premium quick-release. Dimensions L / W / H 191 x 81 x 42 cm, volume 420 L, empty weight 17.5 kg, max.
Payload 75 kg. Please note the maximum permitted roof load of the vehicle. City Crash certified, 5-year
manufacturer's warranty.
The roof box should only be used in combination with the associated roof girders. Roof trusses are not
included, please order separately. This roof box is a universal item and not a vehicle specific product.
- Symbolic illustration
Roof box CASAR L Lava Structured
Attractive roof box in Lava Structured, material: ABS / ASA, lid opening on both sides, optimized values for
aerodynamics, Open + Close Assist - lifting / lowering mechanism. Central locking system, basic carrier
Premium quick-release. Dimensions L / W / H 191 x 81 x 42 cm, volume 420 L, empty weight 17.5 kg, max.
Payload 75 kg. Please note the maximum permitted roof load of the vehicle. City Crash certified, 5-year
manufacturer's warranty
The roof box should only be used in combination with the associated roof girders. Roof trusses are not
included, please order separately. This roof box is a universal item and not a vehicle specific product.
- Symbolic illustration
Roof box CASAR XL Brilliant Black
Attractive roof box in Brillant Black, material: ABS / PMMA, lid opening on both sides, optimized values for
aerodynamics, Open + Close Assist - lifting / lowering mechanism. Central locking system, basic carrier
Premium quick-release. Dimensions L / W / H 215 x 90 x 43 cm, volume 540 L, empty weight 20.5 kg, max.
Payload 75 kg. Please note the maximum permitted roof load of the vehicle. City Crash certified, 5-year
manufacturer's warranty.
The roof box should only be used in combination with the associated roof girders. Roof trusses are not
included, please order separately. This roof box is a universal item and not a vehicle specific product.
Roof box CASAR XL Lava Structured
Attractive roof box in Lava Structured, material: ABS / ASA, lid opening on both sides, optimized values for
aerodynamics, Open + Close Assist - lifting / lowering mechanism. Central locking system, basic carrier
Premium quick-release. Dimensions L / W / H 215 x 90 x 43 cm, volume 540 L, empty weight 20.5 kg, max.
Payload 75 kg. Please note the maximum permitted roof load of the vehicle. City Crash certified, 5-year
manufacturer's warranty.
The roof box should only be used in combination with the associated roof girders. Roof trusses are not
included, please order separately. This roof box is a universal item and not a vehicle specific product.
ski carrier NOVA 4
Ski and snowboard carrier attachment, set for 4 pairs of skis or 1 snowboard and 1 pair of skis, lockable dirt
catch protects against dust and dirt.
Total width approx. 570 mm, loading area approx. 400 mm, depth of rubber pad approx. 60 mm. Some
bindings on boards or skis require greater distances to the vehicle roof. In the Nova basic equipment, the
adapters are included.
This carrier attachment is suitable for square support tube 32 x 22 mm or aluminum profiles and is not to be
used with the original railing of the vehicle manufacturer.
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ski carrier NOVA 6
Ski and snowboard carrier attachment, set for 6 pairs of skis or 2 snowboard and 1 pair of skis, lockable dirt
catch protects against dust and dirt.
Total width approx. 780 mm, loading area approx. 610 mm, depth of rubber pad approx. 60 mm. Some
bindings on boards or skis require greater distances to the vehicle roof. In the Nova basic equipment, the
adapters are included.
This carrier attachment is suitable for square support tube 32 x 22 mm or aluminum profiles and is not to be
used with the original railing of the vehicle manufacturer.
surf kit for roof bar
Rubber bonded, powder-coated, steel, simple mounting, set for transport of one surfboard consisting of four
metall brackets, two straps each 2, 50 m and two mast holders, roof luggage rack not included in delivery. This
extension is not to use in combination with the original rail racks of the car manufacturer. Mounting only on
square bars 32 x 32 mm.
window deflectors
rear, left and right, set, incl. vehicle operating permit, incl. vehicle operating permit
ADVICE: illustration similarly
Multi mat
Loading sill protection and boot mat, Velcro snaps for attachment to the carpet. Dimension approx. 80 x 60
cm. This mat is a universal item and not a vehicle specific product.
Park distance control system front or tail
Parking system for front or rear with 4 radio-controlled sensors and multifunction display. Individual
programming conveniently from the driver's seat. It is not necessary to lay cables inside the vehicle. The
sensors can be painted, assembly is easy. This article is not expandable, even the version with eight sensors!
Park distance control system front and tail
Parking system for front or rear with 8 radio-controlled sensors and multifunction display. Individual
programming conveniently from the driver's seat. It is not necessary to lay cables inside the vehicle. The
sensors can be painted, assembly is easy.
dog ramp
Dog ladder, innovative ramp loader, tripple telescopic, high grade mix of alloy and plastic. "SuperGrip" on
running surface for safe step. The ramp is infinitely adjustable. Angled surface area with foamed cushion. Inkl.
fixation belt for stowage if not in use. Makes it easier to get in and off nearly every car. Load capacity up to 85
kg when shared by 4 pads, steplessly variable from 73 to 163 cm, width 41 cm, stow dimension (W x L x H in
cm) approx. 41 x 73 x 12, weight approx. 5, 5 kg.
Dog Ramp XL
Dog ladder in XL, innovative ramp loader, tripple telescopic, high grade mix of alloy and plastic. "SuperGrip"
on running surface for safe step. The ramp is infinitely adjustable. Angled surface area with foamed cushion.
Inkl. fixation belt for stowage if not in use. Makes it easier to get in and off nearly every car. Load capacity up
to 85 kg when shared by 4 pads, steplessly variable from 83 to 183 cm, width 41 cm, stow dimension (W x L x
H in cm) approx. 41 x 83 x 12, weight approx. 7, 6 kg.
Carlok Deluxe
Anti-theft device made of hardened steel with square safety key in the color silver.
Please note: This anti-theft device / steering wheel claw is a universal item, so not vehicle-specific. It is not
suitable for vehicles with a steering wheel thickness of more than 34 mm. In addition, the article cannot be
used for VW T5 / T6 and minibuses!
seat heater
Seat heating, universal for back and seat areas, inclusive electrical kit and round switches with two stages.
Due to carbon technic easy to fit to the surfaces.
NOTE: Only for cars without glued seat surfaces!
bumper strips
plastics PUR, edition rounded-rounded, for front and rear. Mounting via adhesive, dimensions L/W/H in mm:
355/49/11. Included in delivery: strip set consisting of 2 pieces with double-faced adhesive tape and mounting
instruction. Universal item, not vehicle specific!
parking sensor for front
with four sensors each 18 mm, LED bar display, acustic signal and additional cutout switch
Side Mouldings
plastics, black, self-adhesive, set consisting of four strips
Park distance control system front or tail
with four ultrasonic sensors, applicable for front or rear, adjustable sensitivy of sensors, acoustic signal,
shipment includes control unit, buzzer and wiring. For for vehicles with 12V DC only
coat hanger
Flexible clothes hanger with docking unit in OEM quality. Easy installation of the docking unit with three
screws on the headrest holder. The system is suitable for transporting jackets, jackets, suits, coats, trousers
and skirts, even in a garment bag. The hanger can be inserted and removed with one hand. The hanger can
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be removed from the car with the clothing and used in the hotel room, for example. Maximum load 3 kg. Made
from metal and plastic.
Please note: This is a universal item and not a vehicle-specific car hanger. The distance between the holders
for the headrest must not exceed 190 mm, the tube diameter must be between 10 and 16 mm.
21, 78
Car basket
Smart car basket for shopping and outdoor activities, made from 94% recycled material, foldable handle, easy
to clean and disinfect, Drop & Go - no installation required, free positioning of the fastening adapter, non-slip
on surfaces such as carpets or trunk tubs.
Dimensions in cm: approx. 46.1 x 31.7 x 32.4, maximum load 12 kg, volume 21 L
Rear Bumper Paint Protector
Manufactured in ABS plastic, black, C.N.C. trimmed to ensure a perfect fit. Secured in position with 3M selfadhesive tape. Many models pick up on existing bolts or self-tapping screws. Quick and easy to fit. Full
diagramatic fitting instructions are supplied
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All prices in EUR including VAT. Delivery is ex works, excluding shipping costs. Errors, omissions and intermediate sale without notice.
For all goods and services shall apply our currently valid general terms and conditions.
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